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About This Content

The Revolution II Unit Pack contains sixteen models with all new animations. Historically authentic and “what if” modeled units
are featured in the Age of Revolution. Enhance your game’s atmosphere with these musket, sabre, shako, and backpack

equipped units. The common Eastern units have also been embellished for this period. 

Includes Units For

 Saxony
 Russia
 Switzerland
 Italy
 Poland
 Bavaria
 Naples
 Brunswick
 Sicily
 Hanover
 Hesse
 Germany
 Oldenburg
 Holy Roman Empire
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Title: Europa Universalis III: Revolution II Unit Pack
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP/Vista/7.0
Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900 video card
DirectX®:9.0
Hard Drive:2 GB HD space
Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card
Additional:3-button mouse, keyboard, speakers, Internet connection for multiplayer

English,German
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Great controls and handling.. Graphics are average as per system requirements... I'm enjoying it.
Runs reasonably, good price, no crashes.
Zombies are fun to fight and the darkness of night time is scary.
Some quality of life improvements are needed. Currently its abit clunky. For example having to press 2 buttons when u should
only have to press one.
Overall, i'm pleased and worth the money.

Updated on the 10/03/19.
A recent patch introduced the ability to play as a zombie. Unfortunately this ability is not restricted to PvP areas. Players can
destroy your bases/loot in PvE areas too.There are some issues with the zombie player ability which i won't mention that make
this easy and any defences you put up useless.
Fair warning to all people thinking of buying: this game no longer has Player Vs Environment areas.

Updated 21/03/19 Early access was removed from the steam page without any announcement, update or comment. Snail games
continue there pump and dump strategy. They have no respect for there customers or business integrity. This is the 3rd game
they've done this. Avoid.. Wow, this game was the first game that I played as a kid that really got me into gaming. Still
amazing!! The game is now 20 years old and it still is "advanced". The stratagy is simple yet can be hard, the diplomacy with the
other players. Your cities grow, and you have to take care of them. 20 years ago it didnt get any better than this. And even today,
its stil fun to pick up and play now and then. That concept of still being able to enjoy it 20 years later is the mark of a good
game

9/10. Second Update***
Being a gamer that jumps into a game even if i dont know the genre, i can tell you there is way more detail in the game then you
can find first, second, or even third time through. the third person and first person view from the creatures you defend against is
pretty interesting and easy to do just click one of them (of course i noticed this on the 8th wave boss).

***Update***
after thoroughly playing this game to understand why so much detail was put into making a tower defense i clearly was
reminded of rpg games where you would click or choose which way you go like dungeons and dragons board game and more
modern rpg's like Skyrim. A lot of effort was made to display the past present and future of rpg gaming. if this would had
released in the app store and was easy to run on a phone, this game would be in the top 5

it took me awhile to understand the concept but once i did it was a basic tower defense with better graphics. its worlth about 12
dollars and i remember buying it for 3.74 so i got a good deal. its one of those games you would go to if you had nothing else to
play or need a different genre.
 First Try:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lz7beWJfE1o

 Second Try:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYewhNVqr90. this game is awesome! but it needs to improve i like this game its fun also
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Have you played Renegade Ops? This game is like that, except way more dumbed down. This actually came out about a month
before Renengade Ops, and it features less plot, less maps, less difficulty, and even less innovative stages. You're in a car with a
gun and you defend against waves of other cars with guns. Brilliant.

3/10

At least it's only 3 hours long.. I'm not gonna lie: I wish there was an in-between option for recommendations for full reviews,
because this game sits on the fence for me. I was originally going to record it for a Let's Play, but then I decided to make a
review video. Even after that decision, I changed my mind when I lost enjoyment in playing this any further. If you'd lemme
elaborate, I will, but  there's probably going to be spoilers.

-The story goes that the protagonist is stuck playing four simulations of fear, and afterward, he\/she comes to the
realization that it's all part of a giant testing facility dedicated to studying the human reaction in terms of... well, fear. I
personally thought it wasn't a bad twist, but I think I would've preferred a sort of haunted game scenario over the
secret testing facility option. It's just my opinion.

-The gameplay... hoo boy, I have a lot to say about each level, but here's my ranking of the best-to-worst: Ocean, Forest,
Blizzard, and Abandoned. Ocean's the best out of the bunch; it may just be a time crunch of sorts combined with
actually avoiding a sea monster, but it was the most interesting because of the overall vibe it gave off (and the boat
mechanics weren't too bad and were stressful at times when I would mess up). Blizzard wasn't too bad, but it was
extremely irritating when I would get lost trying to follow the hidden path of one of the wire sources and eventually get
killed by the Yeti-alien-thing. The Forest is... iffy. Two big gripes, though: random chance and the kinda goofy monster
design. The bigger concern here is the randomness, which I discovered was a thing within the first level sometime later.
The goal is to reach this monster's cave and burn it (I think?), but the path is randomly generated each time. You rely
on a torch that will eventually burn out and will require a relight at the nearest light source, or else the monster will
catch you in the dark. This would've been greatly welcomed if it weren't for the  long \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in'
paths that would place a rock blockade at the very end, right beside a fire source. This tease made me very annoyed when I
couldn't reach the previous source and was sent to the beginning. The worst, and I mean it when I say it, is Abandoned. It
takes place at a facility infested with giant mutant bats. The goal is simple: listen and observe for any sign that a bat may be
nearby and avoid going down those infested halls. What's the big problem, exactly? Firstly, one such method that the bats
can get you is that you'll open a door and just die with no chance of slamming the door in their face. Since this game gives
no insight as to what to do to counter a majority of the antagonists, I spent at least thirty minutes trying to figure that out.
Turns out... you have to walk up to a door and back off, as if you were listening (even though there was no sound at all on
the other side of the door). The bat will become angry that it failed and bang it's head on the door, further proving that door
isn't safe to open. What ruined the game for me was one of the very last rooms: the pump room with five doors. Since the
water was flowing, it was EXTREMELY LOUD, and since the bats grew quieter as you progressed, you couldn't hear them
AT ALL when you would look down a hallway. I'm not kidding you, I spent roughly fifty minutes going through the overly-
dragged on level over and over trying to figure out what to do. I finally learned that you can listen better from one side; in
other words, look to the left or right before entering a hall and listen. In one ear should be the water, and in the other,
possibly a bat. You see the problem? If I had to toy around with the game's audio zones to properly hear a threat, that's a big
no-no in my opinion. Overall, it was mostly unenjoyable gameplay, and before the patch that fixed audio in some areas and
fixed the bug with the red tapes, I couldn't play the red tapes, so I just gave up on the game at this point. How do you let that
kind of bug slide on release when you can't even play a separate gamemode!? That's pretty unexcusable, especially if you
consider how long it took for a patch to come out from when the game was released to resolve some of these issues.

-As I mentioned in the gameplay section (might as well be an essay when I look at that now, lmao), the audio design was
pretty sketchy and felt unpolished at times.

-In terms of visuals, I made a comment in the gameplay section about the Forest monster looking more goofy than scary. The
same can be said about the Yeti. I didn't mind the sea monster all too much, but I will say the bats were pretty good. Since the
game is a set of smaller games, the environment changed in respect to the game, so I don't have much to say about that.

I really wanted to like this game, I genuinely tried. The game pretty much flops in the gameplay because of how unbalanced
everything was upon it's release, and I have no plan to return to this game after the countless deaths I endured just to make
progress. I saw it back in the day of it's demo and was intrigued, but it didn't meet up to the hype it formed for me. I
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mentioned how I was on the fence at the beginning, and to an extent, I still am. After careful thinking, this game is going
under my Not Recommended section, and to be honest, I think it's going to stay there for a long while. Sorry to the folks who
like the game, but tis only my opinion. With this said, I thank ya'll for readin', and I hope you've been having a great day..
As the 'Zen' name implies, this is a very simplistic game where the goal is to carefully manipulate a 3D object in order to
wrap it in twine. But as someone who dabbles in real physical arts and DIY, the experience falls way short and quickly gets
boring.. I see so many games that want to be modern versions of NES classics. 90% of the time, they fail to emulate anything
but the limitations of the medium - only two buttons, limited color palette, etc. Ninja Seki DX knows what made the greats of
the era great, and what separated them from the hundreds of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 NES games that
we've all since forgotten about. Tight controls, challenging gameplay, and level design that teaches the player as they play.

I really wish this had been released in 1990, where it would have gotten the acclaim it deserves. As of now, it sadly remains in
the indie bargain bin alongside dozens of visually similar but far, far inferior retro-style platformers. Please give it a
chance!. A very well made puzzle game. Easy controls. Great sound and visuals. Mechanics of the game are easy to pick up.
The first few levels are fairly easy, but the difficulty does go up fast. A logical brain and a little patience is a must. I'm
currently about a third of the way through the game and some of the levels are really testing me, but I am enjoying the
challenge. If you have a logical brain and like a mental challenge, I would recommend this game for you. Especially if it is
in a Steam sale.. cheap jump scares, crap controls, pretty bad overall.
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